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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be concerned with the following one-dimensional two-phase 
Stefan problem. 
Let T> 0 and Q,= (0, 1) x (0, T]. Find a pair of functions u(x, t), s(t), 
which are defined on QT and [0, T], respectively, and which satisfy 
al(u)& = uxx +f(u)u, in {(x,t):O<x<s(l),O<t<T}, (l.la) 
az(ub4 = u.xx in {(x,t):s(t)<x<l,O<tdT), (l.lb) 
u(s(t), r) = 0, O<t<T, (l.lc) 
i(t) = -u,(s(t)-, t) + u,(s(t)+, t), O<t<T, (Lid) 
u(0, t) = 1, 06t<T, (l.le) 
U(1, t) = -1, Obt<T, (l.lf) 
u(x, 0) = u,(x), O<x<l, (1.k) 
s(0) = so E (0, 1). (l.lh) 
Here so is a given number and the ar, a*, f, and u. are known functions of 
their arguments. 
Problem ( 1.1) may be viewed as a model of heat conduction in a region 
involving phase change. An example situation is an ice-water mix in which 
circulation of the water is present. Then the term f(u)u, represents the 
contribution of the field velocity generated by the water flow in the liquid 
phase. A more detailed discussion on the formulation of (1.1) can be found 
elsewhere (see, e.g., [S]). 
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Free boundary problems of the Stefan type have received considerable 
attention over the years. If CI, and c(* are positive constants and f is identi- 
cally zero, then there exists a classical solution to (1.1) [3]. In fact, in most 
of the papers on Stefan problems the coefficients tli, t12 of Eqs. (1. la), (1.1 b) 
are assumed to be bounded above and bounded away from zero below. For 
many physical problems, however, the governing equations may be 
degenerate. For example, when we consider heat conduction phase-change 
processes in superconductive material, the coefficients of heat conduction 
may go to infinity. There are also some physical processes in which the 
“specific heat” vanishes. For a more detailed discussion on this subject, we 
refer the reader to [4, 5, lo]. Because of the degeneracy of the equations, they 
have been dealt with from the point of view of weak solutions [4]. We shall 
proceed along this line, too. Notice that the nature of degeneracy may vary 
from one physical problem to another. Here we confine ourselves to the case 
where lim .,+O+cli((-l)i+‘.Y)= +m,i=l , 2. Once the weak formulation of 
(1.1) is presented, the existence of a weak solution II is established along the 
lines of [7]. The main point of interest of this paper is the study of regularity 
properties of the weak solution u. We show, under certain assumptions on the 
data, that the set {(x, t) E Q r: u(x, t) = 0) defines a Lipschitz continuous 
curve s(t), that u is infinitely differentiable in the regions on either side of the 
interface s(t), that the limits u,(s(r)f, t) exist for all t E [0, T], and that 
Eq. (l.ld) is satisfied in the a.e. sense. In fact, the weak solution u with the 
regularity obtained in this paper differs from what is usually understood as 
a classical solution [3] only by the fact that (l.ld) holds in the a.e. sense 
instead of in C(0, T]. In addition, we investigate the complexity of the spatial 
structure of the weak solution u [9]. It turns out that the spatial structure of 
L( is no more complex than that of the initial value. 
The Lipschitz continuity of the free curve s(f) was also obtained in [4] 
in the case where f=O and lim,,,+cri((-l)‘+‘.~)=O,i=1,2. Unfor- 
tunately, the proofs presented in [4] rely on a step which is not justified. 
In a forthcoming paper, the present author proves a new compactness 
theorem which implies the results of [4]. Therefore, the regularity proper- 
ties obtained in [II], where the results of [4] were taken as a starting 
point, still hold true. 
We also remark that the inclusion of a convection term in (1.1) does not 
seem to change the properties of solutions considered here. However, it 
does make our mathematical analysis of (1.1) more technical. 
Our approach is based on an analysis of the level curves of the weak 
solution u near the free boundary s(t). The idea is rather simple. We 
first show that 14, #O near the set ((x, r): u(,u, t)=O}. Then a parabolic 
equation for the ratio of u, and u,~ is derived. This enables us to apply the 
classical maximum principle to the ratio. The regularity properties of the 
free boundary and the weak solution then follow. 
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This work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we list the assumptions 
on the data and give a weak formulation of (1.1). In Section 3 we establish 
the existence of a weak solution to ( 1 .I). This is done by means of 
parabolic regularization. Section 4 is devoted to the study of regularity 
properties of the weak solution. It turns out that the set {(x, t): u(x, t) = O)- 
defines a Lipschitz continuous curve s(t) and the pair {u, s} satisfies (1.1) 
in the sense mentioned earlier. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we first list the assumptions on the data. Then we give a 
weak formulation of (1.1). 
We shall make the following hypotheses: 
(HI) ~(r,.f~C~(0, a)), cc,~P(--,0), and u0~C3[0, 11. 
(H2) c(, and CQ are strictly positive in their respective domains. 
(H3) a,(-~), (W,(-Y))‘, f’b) E L’(O, 1) and am, (W2(x)) E 
L’( - 1,O). 
(H4) The compatibility conditions ~~(0) = 1, u,,( 1) = -1 hold. 
Furthermore, u,(s)(x - sO) < 0 and the equality holds if and only if .X = sO. 
We may reduce the smoothness required for the data. But it is 
convenient to assume (Hl). From (H3) we see that we leave open the 
possibilities thatf(O+)#Oand that lims,,+~i((-l)i+‘~~)= +~1,i=l,2. 
To give a weak formulation of (l.l), we follow the techniques of Oleinik 
and introduce the multi-valued function 
i 
s ; a,(x) &= (l(U), u > 0, 
c(u)= C-l,017 14 = 0, (2.1) 
I -l+ Uc(2(X)&=-5?(U), s u < 0. 0 
Set 
Do(X) = 
{ 
Sl(UO(-X)) if x<so, 
C*(Uo(-~)) if .y>so, 
J;;f(x)dx, u>o, 
F(u)= o 
i? u GO, 
and denote by Xthe set {~EC*.‘(~~):~(~=~=~I,=~=~(.~=~=O). 
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A weak solution of (1.1) is defined as a pair of bounded measurable 
functions H and u such that 
u E C(QT)v 4 E ~2@T), 
wx, f) E 44% I)), a.e. (x, t) E Qr. 
u(0, t) = 1, U(1, t)= -1, O<t<T, 
for all # E X. 
Clearly, a classical solution must be a weak solution. 
Finally, we make some remarks on notation. The letter A will be used 
to denote the generic constant. A subscript i, iE (0, 1, . ..>. is added to A to 
make distinction among different constants whenever necessary. The 
subscripts x, c denote differentiation with respect to X, t, respectively. Let 
f be a real-valued function of one variable and u a real-valued function. 
We shall write f’(u) for f' 0 U, the composition off’ and U. 
3. EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION 
To establish the existence of a weak solution to ( l.l), we employ the 
technique of parabolic regularization. Thus we start to construct smooth 
functions c,, ~4,~ to replace c, uO, respectively. 
By (H2), t,(x), c2(x) given in (2.1) are strictly increasing functions over 
their respective domains. Denote by q,, ylz the inverse functions of t,, t2, 
respectively. Then we have 
1 
V,(U)? u > 0, 
h(u)=c-l(u)= 0. -16U<O, 
rl,(u), u-c -1. 
Let JE C,“(R) have the following properties 
(i) J(x)=0 if Ix/ b 1, 
(ii) J(x) > 0, ST, J(x) dx = 1, and 
(iii) J( -x) =J(x), x.7(x) < 0. 
Set J,Jx) = nJ(ns) for positive integer n. The convolution 
h,,(x)=J,&~(x)=~‘~ J,,(x-y)h(y)dy 
-x 
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is a function belonging to C r(~). We compute 
since 9 I (0+ ) = qz( - I- ) = 0. We further calculate 
According to (H3), the limits q;(-1-) and q’,(O+) exist. Using the integra- 
tion by parts yields 
+Jn(*)~;(o+j+jZ J,(.K-4’)rl;i?‘jdl’. 
0 
Let AI > 1. We estimate 
+i 
.hf + I 
Iyr;i.v)l 4,. (3.1) 
“0 
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To see that sy” Iq;l()‘)( ~JI is finite, recall that 
rl,(<,(.~)) =-y for s~(0, ~0). 
Differentiating this identify twice, we obtain 
Use the integration by substitution and set 
to get 
Due to (H3), the right-hand side is finite. In an identical manner, we can 
show that 
Now let c,(x) be the inverse of the function h,(x) + (l/n)x. Then we have: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the assumptions (Hl)-(H3) be satisfied and let the 
sequence {c,) be constructed as above. Then 
(i) For any - ITJ < d, < d, < $x. there exist two positive numbers A 
dl. dz 7 B d, , d> such that 
(ii) Let d,, dz be given as in (i). Then c,~ + c in C” Cd,, d,] if 
O$ Cd,, 41. 
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Set 
Denote by f,, the convolution of J, with 7 Choose a sequence { u,,~} c 
Ca[O, l] with the properties 
L(no --, uo in C’[O, 11, (3.3) 
urlo -+ uo in C3[a,b] for any O<u<b< 1, (3.4) 
u,,o = u,*o = ” -0 in a neighborhood of 0 and 1. (3.5) 
Such a sequence can be easily constructed along the lines of [ 12, 
Lemma 3.11. 
For T> 0 consider the following initial boundary value problem 
(C,,(k)), = 42,,+“LikJ un, in Pry (3.6a) 
&2(0? t) = %,0(O), 4*( 1, t) = L4,0( l), O<t<T, (3.6b) 
4,i.? 0) = hoi-y), 06x6 1. (3.6~) 
In view of (3.5), suitable compatibility conditions hold at x = 0, 1. It is well 
known that there exists a classical solution 14,~ C2.‘(&)n CK(QT). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u,, be the solution of (3.6). Then 
II4IIL’,Q, d A, (3.7 
s 
I 
max c&.(x, t) d.u 6 A. 
O<f<T 0 
Furthermore, for any 6 E (0, $) there exists a posititle constant A(S) such that 
max b,,,I G AiS), 
(\..r).zQ<j 
(3.9) 
where Qd = (6, 1 - 6) x (0, T]. 
Proof: The bound on U, is an immediate consequence of the maximum 
principle. It is also easy to see that c,(u,) is uniformly bounded in QT. 
Now multiply both sides of (3.6a) by u,( and integrate the resulting 
equation over (0, 1) x (0, t) to get 
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Since U, is uniformly bounded, we conclude from Lemma 3.1 that 
cX42)~A,. (3.11) 
Notice that A I~,,l I4 =Wfi) b,,I -6 I~4d (A’/24) b,,,12+ 
i A, Iu,,,I 2. This combined with (3.11) and (3.10) gives 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality yields (3.8). 
To prove (3.9), we follow a device of Gilding [7]. Let M,, M, E (0, co) 
be such that 
- M2 d C,,(Mn) d M, in 0,. (3.12) 
Set 
a,(s) =; c,‘(s), (3.13) 
JL(~)=“Lk~l(d) Q,(J). (3.14) 
Let the function 8,,(v) be given by 
e,*(r) = JI, (s + MzNbXs)l + lUs)l) ds + (y + M,) 
2 
X 
s M’ (l4h)l + lMs)l) ds r 
1;2 
+(r+M2)an(M,)+(T+M2) lb,(M,)l +I) , 
-M2drdM,. 
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Recall that C;‘(S) = h,(s) + (l/n)s. Hence a,(s) = h;(s) + (l/n) and 
Also, for any positive number M, there exists a positive number A(M) such 
that 
b,,(s)l d A(M), SE [-AI, M]. 
Keeping in mind (H3) and (3.14), we derive 
We compute, with the aid of (H3), that 
,,, IfXc,Y~))I a,(s) ds 
5 
C,‘(Y) = ~,,r-,cf, IfS)l ds<A. 
In summary, we have shown that 
In addition, by [7, Lemma 21, 8, also satisfies the following conditions 
b,(s) b,,(s)1 G -AB:(s) O,,(s). 
Let u, = c,(u,). We write (3.6a) in the form 
L’ll, = (c,‘(u,)),,+~~(c,~‘(L~,~~)(c,‘(~,)), 
= (du,) L’nxL + h,(u,) u,,,. 
Following the proof of [7, Lemma 41, we deduce that for any 6 E (0, l/2) 
there exists a positive number A(6) such that 
Mu,) L7,,,l G 46) 
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for all (x, t) E (6, 1 - 6) x (0, T). Since u,, = a,(~,) v,.~, (3.9) follows. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Let S be given as above and let b f-u, <.\r2 < l-6,0< t, <f, 6 T. 
Integrate (3.6a) over (x,, x:)x (t,, t2) to get 
By [6, Proposition 11, we obtain 
Iv,(s, tl)-U,(X, t2)l <<A,(d) lt,-ft,l”2 
for x E (6, 1 - 6) t,, t2 E [0, T]. For the same x’s and t’s, we estimate 
l4ti.5 f2) - 4,(-c t2)l = lc,;‘iL’,i-% f,)) - L’,3V,i-Y, t,))l 
f A IV,,(.T I,) - VA-u, t,)l 
<A/4,(6) It, - t,l’.‘. 
This together with (3.9) implies 
lU”(X,. t,)-U,(-x2, t,)l 6A(6)(lx, -x21 + It, - t211!*), (3.15) 
where (x,, t,), (x1, t2) E Q6 3 (6, 1 - 6) x (0, T]. 
We choose a subsequence of u,, still denoted by u,, such that 
un + u in C(Q,), (3.16) 
u n* -+ u.x weakly in L2(Qr), (3.17) 
cni4J + ” weakly* in LX(&). (3.18) 
Statement (3.16) needs some explanations. Given E > 0, we can choose 
b > 0 so that whenever 0 < xL < 6,O < 1 - .yR < 6 there hold 
I%(XL, fl)-42(0, [,)I = Iu,(x,, ll)-u,l.?(o)l 
= l4*b,, t*)-d4 t,)l 
I%(-~,?, t,)-u,(l, t,)l <A(1 -XR)i!*<&, f,, 12 E CO, Tl. 
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Then it follows that there exists a positive number A(6) such that (3.15) 
holds. This implies that {u,,) is equicontinuous over &, and thus (3.16) 
follows. It is also easy to verify that u(x, ~)Ec(u(x, t)) a.e. (see, e.g., 
[l, Lemma G]). 
For any cp E X, we have 
- j’ joT C,,(%) cPr dx df - j’ c,I(4,0) d-6 0) d-K 
0 
I T =-s  0 0 u,,,cp,dxdt- j’ joT( j~f..(s)ds)W.,dsKdt. (3.19) 
Taking n -+ ccj yields 
1 r - Is 
1 
vcp, d,u dt - s uo(s) C&K, 0) d.u 0 0 0 
I .T 
=- 
S! u.r PI- dx dt - o o SJ ’ rTF(ujp,d?cdl. 0 0 
This asserts that u is a weak solution of ( 1.1). 
We remark that more assumptions are needed to prove the uniqueness 
of a weak solution (see, e.g., [7]). 
4. REGULARITY OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
In this section we first study the complexity of the spatial structure of the 
weak solution u constructed in Section 3. Then we investigate the 
regularity properties of the weak solution. 
THEOREM 4.1. Ler the assumptions (Hl )-(H4) be satisfied and let u be 
given as in Section 3. Assume that uo(xj is a piecewise monotone function on 
[0, 11. Then u( ., t) is also a piecewise monotone function on [0, l] for each 
fixed t in [0, T]. 
Our basic tool in proving this theorem is the lap number theory. Thus 
let us first recall some information on the lap number of a function. 
Let - cc, <a < h < c(j and let O(X) be a real-valued function on [a, b]. If 
o is not a constant, then there exists a partition u = x0 < X, < . . < .Y,~ =b 
such that (o(.x,~, ,) -o(xi))(o(xi) -O(X- ,)) < 0 for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. Clearly, 
such a partition is not unique. The lap number of o, denoted by I(o), is 
defined to be the supremum of all such n’s It is easy to see that I(o) is 
finite if and only if w is a piecewise monotone function. If w is a constant, 
then I(w) is defined to be zero. 
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Let {wn} be a sequence of functions on [a, b] such that W,(X) + o(x) 
for all XE [a, b]. We can easily verify that 
/(W(X)) < lim inf I(0,). 
II - ,% 
If u(x, t) is a function of two variables, x E [a, h], t E R, we can define the 
lap number of u for each fixed t. Then /(u( ., t)) is an integer-valued 
function of t. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since ua is piecewise monotone, we may 
construct a sequence { ~,a} so that not only do (3.3 )-( 3.5) hold but also so 
that the condition 
for all n 
is satisfied. Without loss of generality, we may assume u,,,(O) = 1 for all n. 
Now consider the set Sz, defined by 
8, = {(x, t) E Q+ u,,(x, t) > 1 >. 
Let r,, be a connected component of n,,. We claim 
ar,z n {(x, 0): 0 < x < 1 } # 0. 
To see this, let IV,, = u,, - 1. Then )v,, satisfies the equation 
(4.1) 
Ciz(%) ‘1’nr =M’,,x + fn(&J b”,,.x in QT. (4.2) 
If (4.1) does not hold, bt’, must vanish along the boundary ar, except on 
the horizontal line t = T. By the maximum principle, u’, is identically zero 
in r,,. This contradicts the definition of r,,. Hence (4.1) follows. 
Let k, be the number of connected components of the set Q,,n 
{(x,O):0<~<1}. Then we have 
k, s I(u,,o) = Ou,). 
We conclude from (4.1) that the number of connected components of Q2, 
cannot exceed k,. 
Next we show that the number of sign changes of u,, on the line segment 
I,, E { (0, t): 0 < t < T} is at most 2E(u,) - 1. To this end, let 
O=t,<t,< ... <t,,,=T 
be a partition such that 
%a ti) Un.JQ f; ~ , ) < 0 
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for i = 1, . . . . m. If such a partition does not exist, then we have either u,, 3 0 
on I0 or u nr 6 0 on lo. The desired result follows trivially since there is no 
sign change of u,~, on I,, in this case. 
Now let i,, iz E (0, 1, . . . . m} be such that 
Remember that u,,(O, t) = 1. Thus we may find two numbers x,, X~E (0, 1) 
with the properties 
We claim that (x,, ti,) and (x*, tjl) must belong to two different com- 
ponents of R,,. Notice that there exists an integer i3 E { 0, 1, . . . . m) such that 
t,, < t;, < fr2, 
un~(07 li,) < O. 
Thus we can find a number -yj E (0, 1) with the property 
42(x, [,,I < 1 
for XE (0, x3]. If (x,, ti,) and (x2, t,>) lie in the same connected compo- 
nent of Q,, we consider the connected component Z-L of the set 
((x, t): u,(I, t) < 1) which contains the point (x,, ti3). By the Jordan curve 
theorem, we must have 
This indicates that \c, = 0 on 8Zi. Recall that M’, satisfies (4.2) in QT. It 
follows from the maximum principle that MI, is identically zero in Z;,. This 
is a contradiction since M?,(x~, fix) < 0. We derive that 
+ 1~ the number of connected components of Q,, <k, < I(u,). 
This implies that the number of sign changes of u,,(O, t) on I0 is at most 
2Z(u,) - 1. In an identical manner, we can show that the number of sign 
changes of u,,.,( 1, t) on I, = {l} x [0, T] is at most 2Z(u,) - 1. 
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Differentiating (3.6a) with respect to x and using (3.6a) to eliminate u,, 
in the resulting equation, for u,,=u,,,~ we obtain 
c::(kl) fn(u,) 
CX%) 4 
in QT-. (4.3 1 
Fix t, E (0, r]. According to [9, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.61, the number of sign 
changes of u,,,( ., to) on (0, 1) cannot exceed that of u,, on the parabolic 
boundary of QT. Thus we deduce 
4u,,( .? to)) < 21(u,) - 1 + I(UO) + 21(U,) - 1 = 51(&)) - 2, 
Since u,(x, t) + u(x, t) for all (x, f) E &, we get 
44., to)) 6 51(~,) - 2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
The following lemma gives us some information on the structure of the 
set {(x, t): 24(.x, t)= O}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u be given as in Section 3. Then for each t E [0, T], the 
solution set of the equation 
u(x, t) =o (4.4) 
is either a single point or a closed integral. 
Proof: Observe that since ~(0, t) = 1 and u( 1, t) = -1 (4.4) has at least 
one solution for each t in [0, T]. Suppose that the statement of the lemma 
is false. Then there exists a triple of numbers t,E (0, T], x,, x2 E (0, 1) such 
that xi < s2, u(.Y,, to) = u(x,, to) = 0, and u( ., to) # 0 on (-x1, x2). We claim 
that this will lead to a contradiction. Set 
Q; = ((x, t)EQ+u(x, t)>O}, (4.5) 
Q; = ((x, r)eQT:u(x, t)<O). (4.6) 
It is easy to see that both Qf and Q; are connected sets. If U(X, to) < 0 on 
(x, , x, ), by the maximum principle, (x- ,, to) cannot belong to the boundary 
of Q: . Thus we can construct a U-shaped curve r around (x,, to) so that 
u<o on E 
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Since u, --) u uniformly in & there exists a positive number 6 with the 
property 
u,< -6 on r 
for IZ sufficiently large. Hence we conclude from the maximum principle 
that u(xz, to) = lim, _ X u,(x2, t,) < -6 ~0. This is a contradiction. The 
case where u(x, to) > 0 on (x,, x2) can be discussed in a similar manner. 
The proof is complete. 
We can use this lemma to define two curves s’(f): [0, T] + (0, 1) by 
t-+s*(r) if and only if [s’(t), s-(t)] is the solution set of 
the equation u(x, t) = 0. 
By (H4), we have s+(O) = s-(O) = sO. For t > 0, it may happen that s+(t) 
is strictly less than s-(t) (see, e.g., [ 10)). 
Let Q; and Q; be given by (4.5) and (4.6). It is easy to see that 1.4 
satisfies the equations 
in the classical sense. Using standard a priori estimates [IS], we easily 
obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Ler QF.= Q,’ u (0, sO) x (0) u Q; u (so, 1)x {OJ. Then 
u, -+ u in C’,‘(K) 
for any compact subset K of QT. 
For TV [0, T] we say that the function u( ., t) attains a local minimum 
value M at y E [0, s+(t)) if u(y, t) = A4 and there exists a neighborhood ZC 
[O,s+(t))of~suchthatIc[O,s+(t)),u(~,t)~~onI,andu(~,t)~Mon 
I\I. Let the assumptions of Theoorem 4.1 be satisfied. Then u( ., t) is a 
piecewise monotone function for each fixed t. Denote by N(t) the number 
of local minimum values of u( ., t) on [O,s+( t)). Then N(t) is always finite. 
If N(t) # 0 for some t in [0, T] we may define M(t) to be the smallest local 
minimum value of u( ., t) on [0, s+(t)). We shall show that the domain of 
M(t) is an interval and M(t) is an increasing function on its domain. But 
first we have: 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let the assumptions (Hl )-(H4) be satisfied and let u be 
given as in Section 3. Assume that there exist two numbers a, b E (0, 1) such 
that 
a < sO < 6, 
ub(x)<O on [a, b]. 
Then there exist two smooth curves CL(t), CR(t): [0, T] -+ (0, 1) such that for 
all t E [0, T] there hold 
u(r,(t), t) > 0, U,(SL(f), t) < 0, (4.9) 
45!?(t), t) < 0, U.x(5R(f), 1) < 0, (4.10) 
Cal, tR(0)l = [a, 61. (4.11) 
Proof: We use a device of [ 111. Notice that u is a classical solution in 
QF uQt. In fact, from (Hl) and (H2) u is infinitely differentiable in 
Q: u Q; . Hence, Sard’s theorem implies that for a.e. E > 0, the set 
pI:= ((x, t)EQ;:u(x, t)=E) 
is either empty or comprises finitely many infinitely differentiable curves. 
By the strong maximum principle no component of pE can be homeo- 
morphic to a circle. Similarly no component of pE can exit Qg only along 
the edge t = T. Similar considerations hold for a.e. E < 0. 
Now set 
6+ = min u,(x), 
O<.V<fl 
-b - = max Us. 
b < .t- < I 
By (H4), both 6 + and 6 - are positive. Thus for a.e. 6 + > E > 0 we deduce 
that pt: consists of a single curve exiting QT at some si E (a, s,,) and along 
t = T. By the strong maximum principle again pE must be the graph of a 
smooth curve s,+(t). 
Now choose E~,E~ so that O<E,<E~<~+, O> -a,> -E*> --&, and 
fe,, +E~ are noncritical. Consider the region 
Q,‘= ((x, t):s;(t)<x<s,:(t),O<t<Tf. 
It is easy to see that 
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and hence 
4(%; (t), t) Q 0 on [0, r], i= 1, 2. 
Since E, < .zZ, there exists a number X,,E (s,:(O), s,:(O)) such that 
L4b( .x0) < 0. (4.12) 
It is easy to verify that L’ = u, satisfies the equation 
( 
a;(U) ~,(U)Ur=Y,,+ f(u)-- 
@,(U) 
0 
> ( 
u,+ f’(u)- $jf(u)) v2 (4.13) 
I 
in Q:, and hence in Q,+. Notice that ulsPp, GO, where a,Q: denotes the 
parabolic boundary of Q,‘. We conclude from the maximum principle that 
L’ 6 0 in Q;t. 
In fact, from (4.12) and the strong maximum principle, we have 
v<o in Q,‘. 
Thus we can construct a smooth curve t,(t): [0, r] ---t (0, 1) in Q,t u 
(a, so) x (0) with 5,(O) =x0. 
The smooth function tR(r) can be constructed in an identical manner. 
The proof is complete. 
By (4.12), we can choose S,E (a, s,,) so that uO(x,) is noncritical and 
Z&(X,) < 0. The smooth curve defined by u(x, t) = 24,,(x,) also satisfies (4.9). 
Thus we may assume that tL(f), lR(z) are level curves of u. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, we can require the approxi- 
mating sequence { u,,~} in Section 3 to satisfy the additional condition 
14:,&) 6 0 on [a. bl (4.14) 
for all n. By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.2, there exists a positive number 
6, such that 
4.YI.r=;L < -~,, ~4nI.Y=:R< -43 (4.15) 
for n sufficiently large. Consider the region 
B,= ((x, 1): rL(r) < .Y< tR(t), 0 < t < 7-J. 
Recall that u,, = u,, satisfies (4.3). In view of (4.14), (4.15 j, and the maxi- 
mum principle, we get 
u,,, d 0 in B, (4.16) 
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for n large enough. Taking n -+ CC in (4.16) and utilizing Lemma 4.2 gives 
u,<o a.e. on B,. 
It follows that u( ., t) does not attain any local minimum value in 
CSL(f)> s’(t)). 
LEMMA 4.3. If N(t,)=O for some t, in [0, Tj, then N(t) =0 for all 
t>t,. 
Proof Remember that tr(t) is a level curve of u. Let 
dSdt), t) = A on CO, Tl 
and N( to) = 0 for some t, in [0, T). Set 
SZ+={(s,r):O<x<r,(t),t,<r6T). 
Notice that u( ., to) is monotone decreasing on [O. tL(to)]. By the maxi- 
mum principle, we get 
A<#<1 in 8’ 
from whence follows that 
u,(O, f) ,< 0 on [to, Tl. 
From (4.13), u = u, satisfies a uniform parabolic equation on Q +. Using 
the maximum principle again yields 
u,60 on Q+. 
This implies that u( ., t) does not achieve any local minimum value in Q+. 
Thus the lemma follows. 
This lemma asserts that the set p0 E {t E [0, r]: N(t) # 0} is an interval 
if N(0) # 0. We continue to show that M(t) is increasing on pO. For this 
purpose let 
t,=sup{t: tEpo}. (4.17) 
Let t, E (0, to). Suppose that u( ., t,) attains its smallest local minimum 
M(r,) at I. Then we may find a number v] such that 
rl E (r(tl )t 5r(t, )), 
4r1, fl)>Mt,), 
4(yI, r I ) < 0, 
u.,(x, r I I< 0 on Crl, tr(l,)l. 
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Since u is a classical solution in QG , there exists a number t2 E (t,, t,) with 
the properties 
4% t) > M(t,), (4.18) 
u.Jrl. t) < 0 (4.19) 
for all te [t,, t2]. Now consider the regions 
Q2 = {(x, t): q <x < <[.(t), t, < t d t?}. 
It is easy to see that U(S, t,) 3 M(t,) on [0, q]. This together with (l.le) 
and (4.18) implies 
u>,M(r,) on aPQ,. 
Thus we infer from the maximum principle that 
u> M(f,) in Q,. 
Observe that U, <O on aPQz. It follows that U, 60 on Q2. Thus u( ., t) 
does not attain any local minimum value in Qz. We deduce that for any 
tE Cf,, [,I 
M(t)>,M(t,). (4.20) 
Let (tL, tmax) be the maximum interval on which M(t) 2 M(t,). We need to 
show t max 2 to. Suppose t,,, < to. We must have M(t,,,) < M( t,). Assume 
that u( ., t,,,) attains its smallest minimum value at y(t,,,). Then there 
exists a number )I,,,~~ E (l$r,,,), SL(tmax)) such that for some t* in (0, I,,,) 
there holds 
4(%nax, t) > 0 for t E [t*, tmax]. 
Applying the strong maximum principle in the region 
(Y(frnax) - 4 ‘r’(t,,,) + 6) x (t,,, - 4 f,,,) 
for 6 sufficiently small, we conclude that u( ., t) achieves a local minimum 
@e (0, Wt,,,)) for t < t,,, and t close to t,,,. This is impossible since 
M(t)>M(t,)>M(t,,,). Thus we must have tmax>tO. 
Similar considerations also hold for u in Q; . We shall not elaborate 
here. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume thut ub(so) < 0. Then there exists a neighborhood 
E, of the set ((x t) E QT: u(x, t) = 0) in QT such that 
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(i) u,<O a.e. on BT. and U~/U,E L*(BT); 
(ii) s’(r)=s-(~)Es(I) for all r~ [0, T] and s(t) is Lipschit= 
continuous; 
(iii) the limits u.,(s(t)+, t) exist for each t in [0, T] and (l.ld) holds 
for a.e. t E (0, T]. 
Proof Choose 0 <a < s0 <b -=I 1 so that u;(x) < 0 on [a, b]. Then con- 
struct tL, tR, B, as in Theorem 4.2. Recall that LJ, = u,,, satisfies (4.3). This 
together with (4.14) and (4.15) implies that u,,dO in BT. for n sufficiently 
large. Let M, = max(,.,,, By uJx, t). In view of (3.4), we may assume that 
u&< -6,<O (4.21) 
on [<JO), c,(O)] for ail n, where 6, is some positive number. By the 
strong maximum principle, M, < 0 for large n’s. Then the function 
@J-Y, t) = -u,,,(.Y, t)/u,,,(.u. t) is well defined in BT. We have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let $,, be given as above. Then I++,, satisfies the equation 
tin, = in B,. 
ProojI Write (3.6a) in the form 
cL(u,,) Zd,, = Un.rr +L(un) UK-c. 
Differentiating this equation with respect o t gives 
(4.22) 
c,~(u,) u5, + cX4) un,, = UPZ.W +f xun 
A sequence of elementary calculations shows 
(4.24) 
z4 nt.r ‘c -= (4.25) 
U KY 
Dividing through (4.23) by u,, and using (4.24) and (4.25) in the resulting 
equation yields 
-c:(u,) kdb, + c;(u,) (-L-A,?) 
,z \ 
(4.26) 
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Differentiating (4.22) with respect o x and using the resulting equation in 
(4.26), we obtain 
-cXu,*) $nr- $,fnC%) +y 
n., 
= -$m - 21(/n, ~+.LbJ ?. 
pt.3 n., 
Dividing through (4.22) by u,, yields 
(4.27) 
-c;,(u,,)~,~=~+~~(u,~). (4.28 )
,I.\ 
Using (4.28) in (4.27) and keeping in mind the relation $,!, = 
-~,(~4,&4,.~) - (zd4.y)~ we get 
The lemma follows from dividing through this equation by ck(u,,). 
Now return to the proof of Theorem 4.3. Consider the following initial 
boundary value problem 
(4.29a) 
(4.29b) 
(4.29~) 
(4.29d) 
According to Lemma 3.1, (4.21), and (3.4), $,,(x, 0) is uniformly bounded 
on [r,(O), CR(O)]. We deduce from Lemma 4.2 that qL,(tL(t), t) and 
z4,JrR(t), t) are uniformly bounded in [0, T]. This together with (4.15) 
implies that $, is uniformly bounded on the lateral boundaries of B,. Thus 
by the maximum principle there exists a positive constant A such that 
I$,,1 GA in B,. 
We are now in a position to show that 
s+(t)=s-(t)=s(r) for all TV [0, T]. 
(4.30) 
(4.3 1) 
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First notice that for each t fixed in [0, r], U(X, t) is decreasing on 
[CL(t), (f=(t)]. Thus it suffices to show that the measure of the set 
(*y E CSL(t), 5,dt)l: u,h t) = 0) 1s zero for every t in [O, 7’1. For this 
purpose, we derive a differential inequality for the function (p,,(x., t) 3 
- l/u,,,(s, t) on the region B,. Dividing both sides of (4.22) by cL(u,) and 
differentiating the resulting equation with respect o x yields 
We see that 
in B,. (4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
Dividing both sides of (4.32) by (u,,)’ and using (4.33), (4.34), and (4.35) 
in the resulting equation gives 
in B,. 
Recall that u,, < 0 in B,. Thus we have 
Remember that (P,, > 0 in B,. Multiply both sides of (4.36) by cp,,, integrate 
the resulting inequality with respect to x over [CL(t), l,Jt)], and thereby 
obtain 
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Since the curves x = lL(f), x = tR(t) lie in the set QT, we conclude from 
Lemma 4.2 that the first term and the third term on the right-hand side of 
(4.37) are bounded above by a positive constant. The fourth term is 
estimated below: 
Consequently, 
(4.39) 
Remember that fn(u,), l/ck(u,) are all uniformly bounded in B,. Appealing 
to Gronwall’s inequality and (4.21) we obtain from (4.39) that 
Next we show that, for each fixed t, u,,(I, t) + u,(.u, t) a.e. on 
[tL(r), tR(t)]. To this end, we estimate, with the aid of (3.6a) and (4.30), 
that 
.;Rttl 
J I u,,.&, [)I dx :LIrJ 
GA k,,(~4,(tidt), t)) - c,,(u,,(t,(f), r))l + A < 24,. (4.41) 
This implies the desired result. 
NOW fix t in [0, r]. By virtue of Fatou’s lemma and (4.40), we have 
5 
<R(I) 1 
s 
iiR(II 
7 d.u = lim 
1 
<r(r) u;k f) <L(I) Z(u dAx ‘r- x u,,, . 3 
s 
:,?(I) 
6 lim sup 
1 
z d.x 6 A. (4.42) 
n -* x <,I0 u,,.J,y. r) 
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Thus the function l/u,(.x, t) must be finite a.e. on [tL(t), CR(t)]. Then 
(4.3 1) follows. 
From (4.30), there is a function I+G E L =(BT) such that 
$,, + + weakly* in L”(B,) (4.43) 
(pass to a subsequence if necessary). Now set 
B=={(.~,r):S~(r)<s<s(t),O<tdT)-, 
B; = {(x, t):s(t)<.x<~,Jf),O< td I-}. 
Remember that U, < 0 a.e. on BT and u is a classical solution in the regions 
Bg and B;. According to the strong maximum principle, U, <O in 
B; u B; . By virtue of Lemma 4.2, we further obtain 
Let 
in BFuBf. (4.44) 
0<&<6+ =O$lTU(SL(l), t). 
. . 
Then the equation 
24(x, t) = E (4.45) 
defines a smooth curve s:(t) in the set B: u (t,(O), sO) x (0). Notice that 
the family (s,+(t)) is monotone decreasing in E. This together with the 
continuity of u implies that for each t E [0, r] 
s,‘(t) /” s(t) as ~10. 
In view of (4.43) and (4.44), we have 
We easily conclude from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem that 
s,‘(t) + s(t) in C[O, r] as ~10. 
(4.46) 
From (4.45), s(r) is also Lipschitz continuous. This concludes the proof of 
(i) and (ii). 
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Next we claim that the limits u,(s(t)+, t) exist for each t in [0, r]. To 
see this, we take n + cc in (4.41), keep in mind Lemma 4.2, and obtain 
(4.47) 
for all t in [0, r]. Our claim follows from this estimate. 
Let E > 0 be sufficiently small. Then the equations 
u(x, t) = E, 
u(.u, I) = --E 
define two smooth curves s+(t) in B,. We see from (4.47) that for each t 
in [0, T] 
t4,(s’(t), t) + u,(s(t)T, t) as 610. 
Thus we may use the proof [ 11, Theorem 4.11 to obtain (iii). The proof is 
complete. 
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